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Report on OCLC Web-scale Management Services (WMS)

I attended the OCLC/LYRASIS “Moving Library Cooperation to Web Scale” session on Friday, Dec 3, and want to summarize what I heard and saw.

First, a brief description of WMS. OCLC is designing WMS to be a replacement for the back-office operations that have traditional been provided by the ILS. In other words, we might imagine replacing some or all of Millennium with OCLC’s WMS. (Note: a more expanded explanation can be found at: http://www.oclc.org/us/en/webscale/default.htm (​http:​/​​/​www.oclc.org​/​us​/​en​/​webscale​/​default.htm​).)

•	Web-scale Discovery (WorldCat Local)
•	Web-scale Circulation and Patron Management 
•	Web-scale Print & Electronic Acquisitions and Serials
•	Webs-scale Metadata Management (cataloging)
•	Web-scale License Management





These are designed to run in a “Cloud Computing” environment with a “Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).” I know this already contains a lot of jargon. A couple examples might help. 

Cloud Computing
GMail and Google Documents are examples of applications built in a cloud computing environment. The applications run on servers in the Internet and require only that the user have a web browser. Typically cloud environments are built using “virtualization,” a technique that essentially creates an image of a server, its operating system and the applications that will run on that server. This image is run on a very large server or cluster of servers that are designed to emulate computer hardware, thus allowing multiple “virtual” server images to run on a single physical server. The amount of computing resources dedicated to each of the virtual servers can be adjusted to meet the current demands. So for example, the total computing resources allocated for a virtual server for the library might be reduced during the summer to a minimal level and increased at mid-terms and finals time to meet the increased demand of those periods. This is designed to reduce costs, because you don’t have to buy a server that is capable of meeting peek demand and run it most of the time at far below that peak level.  If we were to think of this in terms of automobiles, you might think in terms of three categories:


Car Acquisition Model	Computing Model	Library Apps
Purchased Car (Owner is responsible for maintenance and typically purchases a car to meet the maximum demands)	Local Server	Millennium
Lease Car (Maintenance, etc handled by the lessor, but the lessee has little ability to customize or change anything.	Software as Service	Metalib, SFX
ZipCar (Rental Car)(ZipCar handles all maintenance etc. Renter is able to rent only for period desired rents the type of vehicle required for each occasion.)	Cloud	WorldCat Local


Another significant potential of cloud computing is that the when data are stored in a cloud computing environment, our data can potentially interact with other data in the cloud. We already encounter this in cataloging when we discover a good bib record to which we add our local holdings tag. Someone else has already done the work of cataloging an item so our work in cataloging is reduced. Those libraries that have attempted to use social tagging, user reviews, or recommender services in their OPACs, have discovered that they don’t have a large enough user base to do so effectively. Social networking gains value when you reach millions of users rather than thousands.

For additional information on Cloud Computing, the following resources are recommended:

“Cloud Computing Explained,” b y Rosalyn Metz.
http://www.educause.edu/EDUCAUSE+Quarterly/EDUCAUSEQuarterlyMagazineVolum/CloudComputingExplained/206526 (​http:​/​​/​www.educause.edu​/​EDUCAUSE+Quarterly​/​EDUCAUSEQuarterlyMagazineVolum​/​CloudComputingExplained​/​206526​)

EDUCAUSE Quarterly, Vol 33 No 2, 2010 is devoted to the topic of Cloud Computing
http://www.educause.edu/EDUCAUSE+Quarterly/EQVolume332010/EDUCAUSEQuarterlyMagazineVolum/206524 (​http:​/​​/​www.educause.edu​/​EDUCAUSE+Quarterly​/​EQVolume332010​/​EDUCAUSEQuarterlyMagazineVolum​/​206524​)

EDUCAUSE Review Magazine, Vol 45, No 3 (May/June 2010) is devoted to the topic of Cloud Computing
http://www.educause.edu/EDUCAUSE+Review/ERVolume442009/EDUCAUSEReviewMagazineVolume45/205495 (​http:​/​​/​www.educause.edu​/​EDUCAUSE+Review​/​ERVolume442009​/​EDUCAUSEReviewMagazineVolume45​/​205495​)
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
SOA is a means of accessing your data as a web service. This is generally accomplished by using an API (application programming interface). In that it is able to allow us to issue searches and retrieve results through an API, Ex Libris uses an SAO model with Primo as does Serials Solutions with Summon. This is also what we would want to be able to make our systems talk to the new SAP system being implemented by the BU Works project. 

Now Back to OCLC and WMS

OCLC makes much of its advantage in being a dominant cataloging and resource-sharing utility. They believe their scale places them in the position of being able to develop these kinds of services at a scale impossible to produce at a local level and hard to produce even by other vendors in the marketplace. 

OCLC also believes that by virtue of having all the data in the “cloud” that most libraries will be able to greatly streamline their workflow.  For example, the prediction pattern for a journal developed by one library would be available to all libraries for use. Providing more helpful information at the point of ordering, etc could reduce much of the acquisitions/cataloging workflow.

OCLC is developing a sort of “apps” store that would include apps that are developed by OCLC and by the user community. The apps would be certified by those authorized in the community and would then be supported by OCLC. The apps will be available without charge and are installed as easily as installing an app in Facebook or on an iPad. So, if another library developed a module to allow acquisitions to exchange data with SAP, we could download it and configure it to communicate with the new BU Works system. OCLC is developing such apps to communicate with vendors like YBP. For vendors that have existing APIs, the task of developing an interface becomes easier.

OCLC’s work to include the metadata from multiple vendors in the WorldCat database has made rapid progress. They claim to have covered about 75% of vendors and that they probably have metadata for closer to 85-95% of electronic journals and other electronic resources because multiple vendors index and provide access to the same content. They haven’t signed yet with Elsevier, but they already have full-coverage of all Elsevier journals, for example. They report that their conversation with remaining vendors has been positive with the exception of ProQuest.  

Cost Model
OCLC indicates that its mandate from the board is to reduce operating costs for libraries. They believe that they can reduce the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) by 30%-40% over a standard ILS (in a hosted environment) and probably more when the library is hosting it on its own server.






Much of Web-scale Management Services is still in development. The Metadata Management (Cataloging), Circulation & Patron Services, and Discovery (WorldCat Local) modules are the only modules that are in production at this time. An open url resolver service (that could replace SFX for us) is scheduled to be released in September. A Course Reserves module is scheduled for release by the end of the year (2011).  OCLC expects to release Acquisitions & Serials during the spring. They appear to be on a rapid development cycle with updates being released weekly. OCLC began with 4-5 beta sites and now have 12-15 early adopter sites. They plan to limit to about 30+ early adopter sites during the first year.
OCLC WMS is clearly not ready for prime time, nor is it really vaporware. Assuming OCLC is able to generate buy-in from the library community, I’m projecting that most modules will be developed enough to be in production by the end of calendar year 2011 and that by 2012 they should be pretty robust.  

What’s this mean for us?

This is clearly the kind of open architecture system that I think we need. The flexibility of designing workflow and the advantages of working in the cloud are significant. I think we could see significant cost-savings both in terms of management of an ILS and in terms of modification to our workflow. 

I haven’t seen the road map for ExLibris’ Uniform Resource Management (URM), but this is clearly what ExLibris is trying to develop as well:

URM enables you to re-evaluate, re-design, and implement new back-office processes across the spectrum of resource types, all in a new Software-as-a-Service network environment.  As a result, libraries will be able to streamline workflows, integrate more closely with campus systems, and leverage Web 2.0 and community features necessary for working in more collaborative ways.
Designed with efficiency at its core, URM integrates back-office processes across all library materials, regardless of type, format, and acquisition method—enabling your library to streamline current processes and to maximize staff efficiency. 
•	URM reduces effort and lowers costs associated with metadata management while providing new services for enrichment and enhancement of materials and community engagement with the collections and with each other.  
•	URM provides a flexible environment for libraries to join forces to enhance their purchasing power, collections, the technical support that they offer, and staff knowledge and resources. 
•	A service-oriented architecture and fully-documented Web services, enable members of the URM community to customize-–and extend-–the framework independently to meet local needs.

I don’t see any system like this that is currently fully developed. I suspect it will be 2-3 years before we do. We could think about a strategy that would allow us to move ahead with something like Primo with a 3-year commitment followed by a move to whatever system seems to best meet our needs at that point.  OCLC’s WMS or ExLibris’ URM would be the primary contenders, but there may be something else out there by then.  

We could also be an early adopter/development partner, and work with a vendor to push for a design that more specifically meets our needs. I don’t know what that would look like with ExLibris. With OCLC, I think we might imagine brining up circulation and cataloging almost immediately, followed by acquisitions sometime in the summer or fall, followed by License Management. In the meantime, we would probably need to run Millennium for another year.

Becoming an early adopter/development partner with ExLibris URM (hasn’t been offered) would probably have little effect on our web development plans with IS&T.  Becoming an early adopter/development partner with OCLC could have some effect if we chose to adopt WorldCat Local as the primary search interface. Our ability to target local (non-marc) data sources would need to be thought through. There is a WorldCat search API that would allow us to integrate WorldCat search and results into WordPress web pages.  If we saw WorldCat WMS as simply a replacement for the  ILS (off-set in cost by giving up Millennium), we could continue to move ahead with Primo as a discovery layer. We would eventually need to either press ExLibris to develop a way to harvest our bib records from OCLC WorldCat or to find a way to regularly export them for harvesting because Millennium would go away.











